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within the following 24 months. The threshold values
are calculated to strike a balance between the risk of
having many false signals and the risk of missing many
crises.
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record include:
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* Deviations of the real exchange rate from trend.
, The ratio of broad money to gross international
reserves.
* Output.
o Equity prices.
The evidence does not support some of the other
indicators that were considered, including imports, bank
deposits, the difference between foreign and domestic
real deposit interest rates, and the ratio of lending to
deposit interest rates.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The turbulence and collapse of the European Exchange Rate Mechanism in 1992-93 and the
onset of the Mexican crisis in December 1994 have rekindled interest in both academic and
policy circles in the potential causes and the symptoms of currency crises. In particular, there
is a question as to whether those symptoms can be detected with sufficient advance so as to
allow governments to adopt pre-emptive measures. While accurately forecasting the timing
of currency crises is likely to remain an elusive goal for academics and policymakers alike,
there is no question about the need to develop and improve upon a warning system that helps
monitor whether a country may be slipping into a situation that is bound to end up in a crisis.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the available evidence on currency crises and to
propose a specific early warning system. To this end, the paper first reviews briefly the
theoretical literature on currency crises. Although there are excellent surveys available which
provide comprehensive discussions of a number of theoretical issues, this paper narrows its
focus to identifying the various indicators suggested by alternative explanations of currency
crises. The discussion encompasses papers within the traditional approach, which stress the
role played by weak economic fundamentals in inducing a currency crisis, as well as more
recent papers, including those that highlight the possibility of self-fulfilling crises.
Second, the paper surveys the empirical literature to take stock of the various approaches that
have been used to assess the usefulness of potential indicators of currency crises, and to
identify those indicators that have been the most effective. The results indicate that an
effective warning system should consider a broad variety of indicators, since currency crises
seem to be usually preceded by multiple economic problems.
Third, the paper compares the relative merits of alternative approaches in providing early
indications of currency crises, and based on this comparison, proposes a specific
methodology for the design of an early warning system. While this methodology is novel in
the literature on currency crises, it has a long history in the literature concerned with
forecasting turning points in the business cycle.
The warning system proposed in the paper-the "signals" approach-essentially involves
monitoring the evolution of a number of economic indicators that tend to systematically
behave differently prior to a crisis. Every time that an indicator exceeds a certain threshold
value, this is interpreted as a warning "signal" that a currency crisis may take place within the
following 24 months. The threshold values are calculated so as to strike a balance between
the risk of having many false signals (if a signal is issued at the slightest possibility of a
crisis) and the risk of missing many crises (if the signal is issued only when the evidence is
overwhelming). Also, since the group of indicators that are issuing signals would be
identified, this helps provide information about the source(s) of the problems that underlie
the probability of a crisis.
The variables that have the best track record in anticipating crises in the context of the
"signals" approach, include: output, exports, deviations of the real exchange rate from trend,
equity prices, and the ratio of broad money to gross international reserves. Furthermore, on
average, these and other indicators provide signals with sufficient advance so as to allow for
pre-emptive policy measures. The evidence does not provide support for some of the other
indicators that were considered, including imports, the differential between foreign and
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domesticreal depositinterestrates, the ratio of lendingto depositinterestrates, and bank
deposits.
The rest of the paper is organizedas follows.SectionII brieflysummarizesthe theoretical
literatureon currencycrises,while SectionIII presentsa more detaileddiscussionof the
empiricalliterature,describingthe variousmethodologiesand variablesthat have been used
to assessthe probabilityof a crisis,and highlightingthose variablesthat have been identified
as the most usefulindicators.SectionIV discussesthe relativemerits of alternative
methodologies,and, on this basis, proposesan specificprocedureto designof an early
warningsystem.It also uses this methodologyto evaluatethe predictiveability of fifteen
macroeconomicand financialvariables.SectionV presents some concludingremarks.
II. THE THEORETICALLITERATURE

This sectionsummarizesthe main explanationsfor speculativeattacksand balance-ofpaymentscrisesthat have been presentedin the theoreticalliterature.The aim is to provide
some backgroundas to why a variety of indicatorshave been used in empiricalwork on
crises.2 The theoreticalliteratureon balance-of-paymentscrises has flourishedfollowing
Krugman'sseminalpaper of 1979.Initially,this literaturestressedthat crises were causedby
weak "economicfundamentals,"suchas excessivelyexpansionaryfiscal and monetary
policies,whichresultedin a persistentloss of internationalreservesthat ultimatelyforcedthe
authoritiesto abandonthe parity. Morerecently,however,some papershave arguedthat the
authoritiesmay decideto abandonthe parity for reasonsotherthan a depletionof official
internationalreserves.Instead,they may be concernedaboutthe adverseconsequencesof
policiesneededto maintainthe parity (suchas higher interestrates)on other key economic
variables(such as the level of employment).
Recentmodels also have shownthat a crisis may developwithouta significantchangein the
fundamnentals.
In these models,economicpoliciesare not predeterminedbut respondto
changesin the economy,and economicagentstake this relationshipinto accountin forming
their expectations.This set of assumptionsopens the possibilityfor multipleequilibriaand
self-fulfillingcrises.Theserecenttheoreticaldevelopmentsaccorda smallerrole to
fundamentalsin generatingbalance-of-paymentscrises,but they also have highlightedthe
importancethat othervariablesmay have in helpingto predict those crises.
A. The TraditionalApproach
Krugman's (1979)model showsthat, under a fixedexchangerate, domesticcredit expansion
in excessof money demandgrowthleadsto a gradualbut persistentloss of international
reservesand, ultimately,to a speculativeattack on the currency.This attack immediately
depletesreservesand forcesthe authoritiesto abandonthe parity. The processends with an
attack becauseeconomicagentsunderstandthat the fixed exchangerate regime ultimately
will collapse,and that in the absenceof an attackthey would suffer a capitalloss on their
holdingsof domesticmoney.This model suggeststhat the period precedinga currencycrisis

2Fordetailedsurveysof the theoreticalliteraturesee Agenor,Bhandari,and Flood

(1992),Blackburnand Sola (1993),and Garberand Svensson(1994).Gupta(1996)presents
a short surveyof theoreticaland empiricalresultson currencyand bankingcrises.
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would be characterizedby a gradualbut persistentdeclinein internationalreservesand a
rapid growthof domesticcredit relativeto the demandfor money.Also, to the extentthat
excessivemoney creationmay result from the need to financethe public sector, fiscal
imbalancesand credit to the public sector also could serve as indicatorsof a loomingcrisis.
3 Some of
A numberof papershave extendedKrugman'sbasicmodel in various directions.
these extensionshave shownthat speculativeattackswould generallybe precededby a real
appreciationof the currencyand a deteriorationof the trade balance.Theseresultshave been
derivedfrom models in which expansionaryfiscal and credit policies leadto higherdemand
for traded goods (whichcausesa deteriorationof the trade balance)and nontradedgoods
(which causesan increasein the relativeprice of these goods, and thus a real appreciationof
the currency).Theyalso followfrom models in whichexpectationsof a future crisis leadto
an increasein nominalwages which, in the presenceof stickyprices, results in higherreal
wages and lower competitiveness.Also, modelsthat introduceuncertaintyabout credit policy
or aboutthe level of reserveslossesthat the authoritiesare willingto sustainto defendthe
parity, show that domesticinterestrates would increaseas a crisis becomesmore likely.
Thus, thesemodels suggestthat the evolutionof the real exchangerate, the trade or current
accountbalance,real wages,and domesticinterestrates,couldbe used as leadingindicators
of crises.

B. Recent Models
Whilethe traditionalapproachstressesthe role playedby declininginternationalreserves in
triggeringthe collapseof a fixedexchangerate, some recentmodelshave suggestedthat the
decisionto abandonthe parity may stem fromthe authorities' concernaboutthe evolutionof
otherkey economicvariables-suggesting that yet anotherfamily of variablescouldbe
usefulin helpingpredictcurrencycrises.
For instance,Ozkanand Sutherland(1995)present a model in whichthe authorities'
objectivefunctiondependspositivelyon certainbenefitsderivedfrom keepinga fixed
nominalexchangerate (such as enhancedcredibilityin their effortsto reduceinflation)and
negativelyon the deviationsof output from a certaintarget level. Under a fixedexchange
rate, increasesin foreigninterestrates lead to higher domesticinterestrates and lower levels
of output,makingit more costlyfor the authoritiesto maintainthe parity. Once foreign
interestrates exceedsome criticallevel, the cost of keepingthe exchangerate fixed surpasses
the benefits,and the authoritiesabandonthe parity. Basedon this model,therefore,the
evolutionof output and domesticand foreigninterestrates may be useful as indicatorsof
currencycrises.
More generally,this approachsuggeststhat a variety of factorswhichmay affectthe
authorities' objectivefunctioncouldbe used as leadingindicatorsof currencycrises.For
instance,an increasein domesticinterestrates neededto maintain a fixed exchangerate may
3 Referencesto these paperscan be foundin the surveysmentionedabove.In addition

to those describedin the maintext, the extensionsincludepost-collapseexchangesystems
otherthan a permanentfloat (such as fixed, crawling,and transitoryfloat), the possibilityof
foreignborrowing,capitalcontrols,imperfectasset substitutability,and speculativeattacksin
whichthe domesticcurrencyis under buying ratherthan sellingpressure.
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result in higher financing costs for the government. To the extent that the authorities are
concerned about the fiscal consequences of their exchange rate policy, the decision to
abandon the parity may depend on the stock of public debt. Also, higher interest rates may
weaken the banking system, and the authorities may prefer to devalue rather than incur the
cost of a bailout that could result from an explicit or implicit official guarantee on the
banking system liabilities.4 Therefore, the presence of banking problems (say, as reflected in
the relative price of bank stocks, the proportion of non-performing loans, central bank credit
to banks, or a large decline in deposits) could also indicate a higher likelihood of a crisis.
Leading indicators may also include political variables.
Recent models also have suggested that crises may develop without any noticeable change in
economic fundamentals. These models emphasize that the contingent nature of economic
policies may give rise to multiple equilibria and generate self-fulfilling crises. A crucial
assumption in these models is that economic policies are not predetermined but respond
instead to changes in the economy and that economic agents take this relationship into
account in forming their expectations. At the same time, the expectations and actions of
economic agents affect some variables to which economic policies respond. This circularity
creates the possibility for multiple equilibria and the economy may move from one
equilibrium to another without a change in the fundamentals. Thus, the economy may be
initially in an equilibrium consistent with a fixed exchange rate, but a sudden worsening of
expectations may lead to changes in policies that result in a collapse of the exchange regime,
thereby validating agents' expectations.
In Obstfeld (1994), the expectation of a collapse leads to higher wages and lower
employment, which prompts the government to abandon the parity out of concern for output.
In a second model, expectations of a collapse lead to higher interest rates, prompting the
government to abandon the parity out of concern for the increased cost of servicing the public
debt. As indicated in Obstfeld (1996), the increase in interest rates also could work through
other channels that may affect the government's objective function. For instance, an increase
in interest rates may increase the probability of a banking crisis and the associated fiscal costs
of a bailout.
Tlhemain implication of models with self-fulfilling crises regarding the possibility of
predicting crises is a negative one. This type of model suggests that it may be difficult to find
a tight relationship between fundamentals and crises, as sometimes crises may take place
without a previous significant change in fundamentals. Finally, some recent papers have
focused on contagion effects as the spark of a balance-of-payments crisis. For instance,
Gerlach and Smets (1994) present a model in which the devaluation by one country leads its
trading partners to devalue in order to avoid a loss of competitiveness.5 Contagion effects
also may arise if investors pay little heed to countries' economic fundamentals, and thus do

4 Velasco (1987)

and Calvo (1995) link balance of payments crises to problems in the

banking sector.
5 As the authors indicate,

the same effect could be derived in a model with multiple
equilibria, in which the devaluation by a trade partner serves to coordinate a worsening of
expectations about the domestic economy and generate a self-fulfilling speculative attack.
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not discriminate properly among countries.6 If contagion effects are present, a crisis in a
neighboring country may be an indicator of a future domestic crisis.
III. INDICATORS
ANDCRISES: THE EMPIRICALLITERATURE
This section begins with a description of the various methodologies and variables that have
been used in the empirical literature to characterize the period preceding currency crises and
to assess the probability of such crises. It then proceeds to narrow the list of potential leading
indicators to those variables which appear to have worked best, and concludes by
highlighting some of the key findings of this literature.
A. Alternative Approaches: A Description
Table 1 provides a summary of 25 selected empirical studies on currency crises. The first
column lists the study, the second describes the sample periods and the periodicity of the
data, and the third provides informnationon the countries covered and the type of episode
examined. The fourth column lists the economic and political variables that have been used
as indicators, and the last column sketches certain features of the methodology used and the
principal goal of the study in question.
These studies provide information on the numerous and varied experiences with currency
crises. They examine sample periods that run from the early 1950s to the mid 1990s, and
cover both industrial and developing countries, although with more emphasis on the latter.
About half of the studies use monthly data, with the rest using annual or quarterly data, or
data of varied periodicity. Most of the papers examine the experience of various countries
and study several crisis episodes; only a few papers focus on a single country.
The studies also vary with respect to how a "crisis" is defined. Most of the studies focus
exclusively on devaluation episodes. Some of them examine large and infrequent
devaluations,7 while others include in their sample small and frequent devaluations that may
not fit the mold of a full-blown currency crisis.8 A few studies adopt a broader definition of
crises. They include, in addition to devaluations, episodes of unsuccessful speculative
attacks; i.e., attacks that were averted without a devaluation, but at the cost of a large increase
in domestic interest rates and/or a sizable loss of international reserves.9

6 Calvo and Reinhart

(1996) discuss these and other channels for the transmission of

contagion effects.
7 For instance, Edwards

(1989), Edwards and Montiel (1989), Edwards and Santaella
(1993), and Frankel and Rose (1996).
8 For instance, Collins

(1995), Flood and Marion (1995), Kamin (1988), and Klein and

Marion (1994).
9 This group includes

Eichengreen, Rose, and Wyplosz (1995), Kaminsky and
Reinhart (1996), and Sachs, Tornell and Velasco (1996).
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Regardingthe methodologyused, the variouspaperscan be groupedinto four broad
categories.A first group of papers provideonly a qualitativediscussionof the causesand
developmentsleadingto the currencycrises.Thesepapers often stressthe evolutionof one or
more indicators,but no formaltests are conductedto evaluatethe usefulnessof the various
0
indicatorsin predictingcrises."
A second groupof papersexaminethe stylizedfacts of the period leadingup to and
immediatelyfollowingthe currencycrisis. Sometimesthe pre-crisisbehaviorof a variableis
comparedto its behaviorduring"tranquil"or non-crisesperiodsfor the same group of
countries."'In otherinstances,the controlgroup is composedof countrieswhere no crisis
2 Parametricand nonparametrictests are usedto assesswhetherthere are
occurred."
systematicdifferencesbetweenthe pre-crisisepisodesandthe controlgroup.These tests can
be usefulin narrowingthe list of potentialindicators,as not all the variablesincludedin the
analysisendedup showing"abnormal"behaviorin advanceof crises.
A third group of papers estimatethe probabilityof devaluationone or severalperiods ahead,
usually on the basisof an explicittheoreticalmodel,alongthe lines pioneeredby Blancoand
Garber (1986)in their discussionof the Mexicancrisis of the early 1980s.Thesepapers
3 Some of these papers
include individualcountrystudiesand multi-countrypanel studies."
also have attemptedto shed light on the variablesthat determinethe size of the devaluation.4
In a related spirit,Sachs,Tomell, and Velasco(1996)seek to identifythose macroeconomic
variablesthat can help explain whichcountrieswere vulnerableto "contagioneffects"
followingthe Mexicancrisis of December1994.The resultsfrom this group of studiesalso
help to narrowthe list of usefulindicators,as not all the variablesincludedturned out to be
statisticallysignificantin the logit (or probit) estimationexercisestypicallyundertaken.
A fourthtype of methodologyis used in Kaminskyand Reinhart(1996).This paperpresents
a nonparametricapproachto evaluatethe usefulnessof severalvariablesin signalingan
'0For instance,Dombusch,Goldfajn,and Valdes (1995)stress an overvalued
exchangerate; Goldstein(1996)emphasizea boom in bank lending;Krugman(1996)focuses
on the high debt levels;whileMilesi-Ferrettiand Razin (1995)highlightthe role of servicing
costs (adjustedfor growthand changesin the real exchangerate).
"For example,Eichengreen,Rose, and Wyplosz(1995),Frankeland Rose (1996),
and Moreno(1995).
'2 See, for instance,Edwards(1989),Edwardsand Santaella(1993),and Kamin
(1988).
"3Individualcountriesare discussedin Cumbyand van Wijnbergen(1989),Kaminsky
and Leiderman(1995),Otker and Pazarbasioglu(1994 and 1995),among others.MulticountrystudiesincludeCollins (1995),Edin and Vredin (1993),Edwards(1989),
Eichengreen,WyploszandRose (1995),Frankeland Rose (1996),and Kleinand Marion
(1994).
"4For instance,Bilson (1978),Edin and Vredin(1993)and Flood and Marion (1995).
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impending crisis. It can be interpreted as an extension of the methodology that compares the
behavior of variables in periods preceding crises with that in a control group. This approach
involves monitoring the evolution of a number of economic variables whose behavior usually
departs from "normal" in the period preceding a currency crisis. Deviations of these variables
from their "normal" levels beyond a certain threshold value, are taken as warning "signals" of
a currency crisis within a specified period of time. Based on the track record of the various
indicators, it is possible to assess their individual and combined ability to predict crises. This
approach is explained in detail in Section IV.
B. The Indicators
The studies reviewed in this paper used a large variety of indicators. Table 2 presents a list of
the 103 indicators used, grouped into six broad categories and some sub-categories,"5
including: (1) the external sector; (2) the financial sector; (3) the real sector; (4) the public
finances; (5) institutional and structural variables; and (6) political variables. The indicators
of the external sector were, in turn, classified into those related to the capital account, the
external debt profile, the current account, and international (or foreign) variables. The
indicators of the financial sector were split into those that could be associated with financial
liberalization, and other indicators.
It is important to note that many of the indicators listed in Table 2 are transformations of the
same variable. For instance, several variables are expressed alternatively in levels or in rates
of change; sometimes on their own and other times relative to some standard (such as the
same variable in a trading partner). For instance, the real exchange rate is expressed,
alternatively, on a bilateral basis or in real effective terms; sometimes in levels and other
times as deviations from either purchasing power parity, a time trend, or its historical
average. The use of scale factors also varies across studies. For example, alternative scale
factors used for international reserves include GDP, base money, MI, and the level of
imports.
After consolidating the different transformations of the same variable, the main indicators
used in empirical work, classified by category, are as follows:
*

Capital account: international reserves, capital flows, short-term capital flows,
foreign direct investment, and the differential between domestic and foreign interest
rates.

*

Debt profile: public foreign debt, total foreign debt, short-term debt, share of debt
classified by type of creditor and by interest structure, debt service, and foreign aid.

*

Current account: the real exchange rate, the current account balance, the trade
balance, exports, imports, the terms of trade, the price of exports, savings and
investment.

"Although the proper classification for most indicators is unambiguous, that of other
indicators is to some extent arbitrary as they could have been properly classified in more than
one category.

*

Internationalvariables:foreign real GDPgrowth,interestrates, and price level.

*

Financialliberalization:credit growth,the changein the money multiplier,real
interestrates,and the spreadbetweenbank lendingand deposit interestrates.

*

Otherfmancialvariables:centralbank creditto the bankingsystem,the gap
betweenmoney demandand supply,money growth,bond yields, domesticinflation,
the "shadow"exchangerate,the parallelmarketexchangerate premium,the central
exchangerate parity, the positionof the exchangerate within the officialband, and
M2/internationalreserves.

*

Real sector:real GDPgrowth,the outputgap, employment/unemployment,
wages,
and changesin stockprices.

*

Fiscal variables:the fiscal deficit,governmentconsumption,and creditto the public
sector.

*

Institutional/structural
factors:openness,trade concentration,and dummiesfor
multipleexchangerates,exchangecontrols,durationof the fixed exchangerate
periods,financialliberalization,bankingcrises,past foreignexchangemarketcrises,
6
and past foreign exchangemarketevents."

*

Politicalvariables:dummiesfor elections,incumbentelectoralvictoryor loss,
changeof government,legal executivetransfer,illegal executivetransfer,left-wing
government,and new financeminister;also, degreeof politicalinstability(qualitative
variablebased on judgement).
C. What Worked Best?

This sectiondescribesthe criteriausedto identifythose indicatorsthat have provento be
most usefulin predictingcrises.The idea is to select the indicatorswhosecontributionto the
predictionof crises was found to be statisticallysignificant,based on the resultspresentedin
the originalpapers. This necessarilyexcludesfrom considerationthose variablesthat were
used only in papersthat providea qualitativerather than a formalquantitativeassessmentof
indicators.Therefore,the discussionthat followsfocuseson papers where:(a) the indicators
were used to estimatethe probabilityof a crisis; or (b) the indicators'pre-crisisbehaviorwas
systematicallycomparedwith its behavior in a controlgroup (comprisingeitherthe same
countriesduring "tranquil"times or non-crisescountries);or (c) the indicators'ability for
signalingfuture crises was systematicallyassessedin quantitativeterms. Also,the discussion
focusesprimarilyon papersthat examinethe experienceof variouscountries,as their
findingsare more likelyto be suitablefor generalizationthan the findingsof papers that
studya single experience.
'6 Foreignexchangemarket"events"includesignificantchangesin exchange
arrangements(such as devaluations,revaluations,decisionsto float, and wideningof
exchangerate bands);"crises"overlapwith events,but includeunsuccessfillspeculative
attacksand excludeschangesin exchangearrangementsnot associatedwith exchangemarket
pressures.
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Table 3 identifiesthe indicatorsthat workedbest by any of the abovecriteriain the subsetof
14 papersthat complywith the criteriamentionedabove.For those papersthat performthe
pre-crisis/control-groupcomparison,the secondcolumnof the table lists those variablesfor
whichthe differencein behaviorwas significant(at the 10 percentlevel or higher) in at least
one of the test performedin the paper.Notice,however,that abnormalbehaviorin the precrisis period is a necessarybut not a sufficientconditionfor an indicatorto be useful,as some
of the variablesthat pass the univariatetests are not significantin multivariateregressions.
For the papersthat estimatethe one-period(or severalperiods)ahead probabilityof a crisis,
the secondcolumnof Table 3 showsthe variablesthat were statisticallysignificant(at the
10percent level or higher)in the logit or probit regressions.This winnowsthe list of
indicatorsconsiderable.For instance,Frankeland Rose (1996)initiallyconsidered16
possibleindicators,but only 7 of them turned out to be statisticallysignificant.The results
presentedin Otker and Pazarbasioglu(1994)show considerablecross-countryvariation
regardingthe variablesthat survivedthis test.
In the case of the variablesused in Kaminskyand Reinhart(1996),the secondcolumnin
Table 3 lists those whosebehaviorin the period leadingto a crisis was significantlydifferent
from theirbehaviorduring "tranquil"periods.Withinthis approach,these are the variables
that would be expectedto issue a relativelylarge numberof good signals(signalsthat are
followedby a crisis)and few false signals(signalsthat are not followedby a crisis).The
criteriumwas to includein Table 3 those variablesthat had an (adjusted)noise-to-signal
ratios lower than unity.'7 The (adjusted)noise-to-signalratio for these variablesare presented
in Table 5, SectionIV, wherethe "signals"approachis explainedin detail.
D. Some General Results

Table 4 shows the various indicators(afterconsolidatingthe differenttransformationsof the
samevariable)includedin these studies.For each indicator,Table 4 shows the numberof
studiesthat tested the significanceof the indictor,as well as the numberof studiesin which
the indicatorwas found to be significantin at least one of the tests conducted.
The comparisonof resultsacrossthe variouspapersconsideredabove doesnot providea
clear-cutanswerconcerningthe usefulnessof each of the potentialindicatorsof currency
crisis.This is not surprisinggiventhe numberof relevantfactorsthat differ significantly
amongthose papers, such as the set of variablessimultaneouslyincludedin the tests, the way
of measuringthose variables,the periodicityof the data,the estimationtechnique,etc. Also,
as notedabove, some variablesthat are significantin univariatetests are not significantin
multivariatetests.
Despitethese difficulties,a numberof conclusionscan be derivedfrom the tally shownin
Table 4:

"7The calculationof this ratio is describedin detailbelow. Essentially,it is the ratioof
false signals(noise)to good signals,adjustedto take into accountthat in the sampleused in
the paper the numberof opportunitiesfor false and for good signalsdiffer.

-
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The first general conclusion is that an effective warning system should consider a broad
variety of indicators; currency crises seem to be usually preceded by multiple economic,
and sometimes political, problems. The evidence reviewed here points to the presence of both
domestic and external imbalances which span both the real side of the economy and the
domestic financial sector.
Second, those individual variables that receive ample support as useful indicators of
currency crises include international reserves, the real exchange rate, credit growth,
credit to the public sector, and domestic inflation. The results also provide support for the
trade balance, export performance, money growth, M2/international reserves, real GDP
growth, and the fiscal deficit.
Third, only tentative conclusions can be drawn regarding the other indicators, primarily
because they have been included in only one or two of the studies under review. Subject to
this caveat, the results suggest that several foreign, political, institutional, and financial
variables (other than those mentioned above), also have some predictive power in
anticipating currency crises.
Fourth, the variables associated with the external debt profile did not fare well. Also,
contrary to expectations, the current account balance did not receive much support as a
useful indicator of crises. This may be because the information provided by the behavior of
the current account balance to some extent already may have been reflected in the evolution
of the real exchange rate. In most of the studies in which the effect of the current account
balance was found to be non-significant, the real exchange also was included in the test, and
had a significant effect.
The issue of the empirical relevance of self-fulfilling crises is subject to debate. A number of
findings in Eichengreen, Rose and Wyplosz (1995) have been interpreted as evidence of the
existence of self-fulfilling crises. Those findings include: (1) many crises did not seem to be
linked to the driving forces emphasized by models in the traditional approach; (2) some crises
that were not preceded, and were not followed, by a weakening of policies, so it is not
possible to argue that those crises were produced by economic agents correctly anticipating a
future deterioration in policies; and (3) those crises that occurred without obvious causes
were usually not anticipated by the market and not reflected in advance in interest rate
differentials.
Krugman (1996) has argued, however, that the findings described in (1), (2), and (3) above
do not constitute evidence in favor of self-fulfilling crises. The argument is as follows. Point
(1) is evidence against models in the traditional approach and in favor of recent models in
which the authorities devalue because of concern for variables other than international
reserves, but it is not evidence in favor of self-fulfilling crises. Point (2) provides evidence
against models with self-fulfilling crises because it is precisely in those models that policies
are assumed to respond to private sector actions, including the attack on the currency.
Finally, point (3) is not necessarily evidence in favor of self-fulfilling crises because, the
market should anticipate the possibility of crises, even those of the self-fulfilling type. It
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would be more reasonableto interpretthe evidencein (3) as reflectingsome myopiaon the
8
part of investors."
IV. METHODOLOGICALISSUES

This sectiondiscussesthe relativemerits of the alternativeapproachesused to assessthe
probabilityof a currencycrisis,and proceedsto describein some detail a methodologythat
serves as the basis for the warningsystemproposedin this paper.
A. AlternativeApproaches:An Evaluation
The studiesreviewedabove have used essentiallytwo alternativemethodologiesthat could
serve as the basis for an earlywarning systemof currencycrises.The most commonlyused
approachhas been to estimatethe one-step(or k-step)ahead probabilityof devaluationin the
context of a multivariatelogit or probit model.Whilethe explanatoryvariableshave been
9 The secondapproachhas
quite varied,the estimationtechniquehas been quite uniform."
been to comparethe behaviorof selectedvariablesin the period precedingcrises with their
behaviorin a controlgroup, and to identifythose variableswhose distinctivebehaviorcould
be usedto help assessthe likelihoodof a crisis.The particularvariant of this approach
presentedin Kaminskyand Reinhart(1996)has progressedto constructa warningsystem
based on signalsissued by those selectedvariables.
The methodologythat estimatesthe one-step(or k-step) aheadprobabilityof devaluationhas
the advantagethat it summarizesthe informationaboutthe likelihoodof a crisis in one useful
number,the probabilityof devaluation.Also, as this approachconsidersall the variables
simultaneously,and it disregardsthose variablesthat do not contributeinformationthat is
independentfrom that providedby othervariablesalreadyincludedin the analysis.
This methodology,however,alsohas some importantlimitations.First, the methodology
does not providea metricfor rankingthe indicatorsaccordingto their abilityto accurately
predictcrises and avoidfalse signals,sincea variableeither entersthe regression
significantlyor it doesnot. Whilemeasuresof statisticalsignificancecan help pinpointwhich
are the more reliableindicators,they provideno informationon whetherthe relativestrength
of that indicatorlies in accuratelycallinga high proportionof crises at the expenseof sending
numerousfalse alarms,or insteadmissing a large share of crises but seldomsendingfalse

"Jeanne (1995)takes a differentapproachto test for the existenceof self-fulfilling
crises using dataon the FrenchFranc/deutscheMark exchangerate for the period 1992-1993,
and concludesthat in fact the estimatedrelationshiphas the shape neededto producemultiple
equilibriaand self-fulfillingcrises.Thesefindings,however,are not entirelypersuasive,
mainlybecauseof the way in which the fundamentalsare treated in the estimation.
'9Sachs,Tornell,and Velasco(1996)use an alternativestrategy,but they examinethe
different,althoughrelated,issues of whichcountrieswere vulnerableon the wake of the
Mexicancrisis and what accountedfor their vulnerability.
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alarms.Furthermore,the nonlinearnature of these modelsmake it difficultto assessthe
20
marginalcontributionof an indicatorto the probabilityof a crisis.
Second,this methoddoes not providea transparentreading of where and how widespreadthe
macroeconomicproblemsare. Withinthis approach,it is difficultto judge whichof the
variablesis "out-of-line,"makingit less-than-ideallysuited for the purpose surveillanceand
pre-emptiveaction.
In contrast,the approachin Kaminskyand Reinhart(1996)talliesthe performanceof
individualindicators,and thus providesinformationon the source andbreadthof the
problemsthat underlinethe probabilityof a crisis.Furthermore,as explainedbelow, within
this approachit is also possibleto estimatethe probabilityof a crisis conditionalon the
signalsissued by the variousindicators.This conditionalprobabilityof crisis will depend
directlyon the reliabilityof the indicatorsthat are sendingthe signals.For instance,if at any
point in time six indicatorsare sendingsignals,the probabilityof a crisis conditionalon those
signalswill be higher if the signalsare comingfrom the six best indicatorsthan if they are
comingfrom a less reliablegroup of indicators.
Basedon these considerations,the "signals"approachseemsto be better suitedto serve as
the basis for the designof an early warning system.The methodologyemployed,while not
previouslyappliedto analyzecurrencycrises,has a long history in the literaturethat
evaluatesthe abilityof macroeconomicand financialtime series to predict businesscycle
tuningpoints. This methodologyis describedin detail below.
B. The "Signals"Approach
This sectiondescribesthe "signals"approachas well as some of the empiricalresults
obtainedby using this approach.It summarizesthe discussionin Kaminskyand Reinhart
(1996),who examine76 currencycrises from a sampleof 15 developingand 5 industrial
countriesduring 1970-1995.It also expandsthe analysispresentedin that paper by ranking
the indicatorsby three alternativemetrics whichinclude:calculatingthe probabilityof a
crisis conditionalon a signal from that indicator;the averagenumberof monthsprior to the
crisis in whichthe first signalis issued;and the persistenceof signalsahead of crises.
Definitions
As mentionedabove, this approachinvolvesmonitoringthe evolutionof a numberof
economicvariables.When one of thesevariablesdeviates from its "normal" level beyonda
certain"threshold"value, this is taken as a warning signalabout a possiblecurrencycrisis
withina specifiedperiod of time. However,in order to make the approachoperational,a
numberof terms must be defined.
Crisis:A crisis is definedas a situationin which an attackon the currencyleadsto a sharp
depreciationof the currency,a large declinein internationalreserves,or a combinationof the
two. A crisis so definedincludesboth successfuland unsuccessfulattacks on the currency.

20Notethat this marginalcontributionis not independentof the otherexplanatory

variablesin the regression.
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The definition is also comprehensive enough to include not only currency attacks under a
fixed exchange rate but also attacks under other exchange rate regimes. For example, an
attack could force a large devaluation beyond the established rules of a prevailing crawlingpeg regime or exchange rate band.
For each country, crises are identified (ex-post) by the behavior of an index of "exchange
market pressure." This index is a weighted average of monthly percentage changes in the
exchange rate (defined as units of domestic currency per U.S. dollar or per deustche mark,
depending on which is the relevant) and (the negative of) monthly percentage changes in
gross international reserves (measured in U.S. dollars).2 ' The weights are chosen so that the
two components of the index have the same conditional variance. As the index increases with
a depreciation of the currency and with a loss of international reserves, an increase in the
index reflects stronger selling pressure on the domestic currency.
In the empirical application, a crisis is identified by the behavior of the exchange market
pressure index. Periods in which the index is above its mean by more than three standard
deviations are defined as crises.2 2 The appropriateness of this operational definition was
checked by examining developments in foreign exchange markets during the periods
identified as crises. In many cases, these periods included also other signs of turbulence such
as the introduction of exchange controls, the closing of the exchange markets, a change in the
exchange rate regime, etc.
Indicators: The choice of indicators was dictated by theoretical considerations and by the
availability of information on a monthly basis. They include: (1) international reserves (in
U.S. dollars); (2) imports (in U.S. dollars); (3) exports (in U.S. dollars); (4) the terms of trade
(defined as the unit value of exports over the unit value of imports); (5) deviations of the real

2"Eichengreen,

Rose, and Wyplosz (1995) also include the level of domestic interest
rates in their index of exchange market pressure, because the authorities could also resort to
increases in interest rates to defend the currency. However, this variable was not included in
the index used in Kaminsky and Reinhart (1996) because the data on market-determined
interest rates in developing countries do not span the entire sample period.
22 For countries

in the sample that, at different times, experienced very high inflation,
the criterium for identifying crises was modified. If a single level of the index had been used
to identify crises in these countries, sizable devaluations and reserve losses in the more
moderate inflation periods would not be identified as crises because the historic mean and
variance would be distorted by the high-inflation episodes. To avoid this problem, the sample
was divided according to whether inflation in the previous six months was higher than
150 percent, and a different level of the index (based on a different mean and variance) was
used to identify crises in each sub-sample. While this method is admittedly arbitrary, the
cataloging of crises obtained by this method follows closely the chronology of currency
market disruptions described in numerous articles.
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23 (6) the differentialbetween foreign(U.S. or
exchangerate from trend(in percentageterms);
German)and domesticreal interestrates on deposits(monthlyrates, deflatedusing consumer
24 (8) the money
pricesand measuredin percentagepoints);(7) "excess" real Ml balances;
multiplier(of M2); (9) the ratio of domesticcredit to GDP;(10) the real interestrate on
deposits(monthlyrates,deflatedusing consumerprices and measuredin percentagepoints);
(11) the ratioof (nominal)lendingto deposit interestrates;25 (12) the stock of commercial
banks deposits(in nominalterms);(13) the ratio of broad money (convertedinto foreign
currency)to gross internationalreserves;(14) an indexof output; and (15)an indexof equity
prices (measuredin U.S. dollars).

For all thesevariables(with the exceptionof the deviationof the real exchangerate from
trend,the "excess" of real MI balances,and the three variablesbased on interestrates),the
indicatoron a givenmonthwas definedas the percentagechangein the level of the variable
with respectto its level a year earlier. Filteringthe databy using the 12-monthpercentage
changeensuresthat the units are comparableacross countriesand that the transformed
variablesare stationary,with well-definedmoments,and free from seasonaleffects.
Signalinghorizon:This is the period withinwhich the indicatorswould be expectedto have
an ability for anticipatingcrises.This period was defineda-priorias 24 months.Thus, a
signalthat is followedby a crisis within 24 monthsis called a good signal,while a signalnot
followedby a crisis withinthat intervalof time is calleda false signal,or noise.
Signalsand thresholds:An indicatoris saidto issue a signal wheneverit departs from its
mean beyonda given thresholdlevel. Thresholdlevels are chosen so as to strikea balance
betweenthe risks of havingmany false signals(whichwould happen if a signalis issued at
the slightestpossibilityof a crisis) and the risk of missing manycrises (whichwould happen
if the signalis issuedonly when the evidenceis overwhelming).
For each of the indicators,the followingprocedurewas used to obtain the "optimal"set of
country-specificthresholdsthat were employedin the empiricalapplication.Thresholds
were definedin relationto percentilesof the distributionof observationsof the indicator.For
example,a possibleset of country-specificthresholdsfor the rate of growthof importswould
be the set of rates of growth(oneper country)that would leave 10 percentof the observations
23Thereal exchangerate is definedon a bilateralbasis with respectto the

German
mark for the Europeancountriesin the sample,and with respectto the U.S. dollar for all the
othercountries.The real exchangerate indexis definedsuch that an increasein the index
denotesa real depreciation.
24 Definedas the percentagedifferencebetweenactual MI

in real terms and an
estimateddemandfor Ml; the latteris assumedto be a functionof real GDP, domestic
inflation,and a time trend.
25Thisdefinitionof the spreadbetweenlendingand deposit rates is preferableto using

the differencebetween(nominal)lendingand depositrates, becausethis differenceis affected
by inflationand thus the measure would be distorted in the periods of high inflation.An
alternativewould have been to use the differencebetweenreal lendingand deposit rates.
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(on the rate of growth of imports) above the threshold for each country. Notice that while the
percentile used as reference (10 percent) is uniform across countries, the corresponding
country-specific thresholds (the rates of growth of imports associated with that 10 percent)
would most likely differ. This procedure was repeated using a grid of reference percentiles
between 10 percent and 20 percent, and the "optimal" set of thresholds was defined as the
one that minimized the noise-to-signal ratio; i.e., the ratio of false signals to good signals.26
C. Empirical results
The effectiveness of the signals approach can be examined at the level of individual
indicators (the extent to which a given indicator is useful in anticipating crises) and at the
level of a set of indicators (the extent to which a given group of indicators taken together is
useful in anticipating crises). The discussion below examines the effectiveness of individual
indicators. It extends some of the analysis presented in Kaminsky and Reinhart (1996) by
ranking the various indicators according to their forecasting ability, and by examining the
lead time and persistence of their signals. An important area for future work would be to
combine the information on the various indicators to estimate the probability of a crisis
conditional on siniultaneous signals from any set of indicators.
In order to examninethe effectiveness of individual indicators, it would be useful to consider
the performance of each indicator in terms of the following matrix:

Crisis (within 24 months)

No crisis (within 24 months)

Signal was issued

A

B

No signal was issued

C

D

In this matrix, A is the number of months in which the indicator issued a good signal, B is the
number of months in which the indicator issued a bad signal or "noise," C is the number of
months in which the indicator failed to issue a signal (which would have been a good signal),
and D is the number of months in which the indicator refrained from issuing a signal (which
would have been a bad signal). A perfect indicator would only produce observations that
belong to the north-west and south-east cells of this matrix. It would issue a signal in every
month that is to be followed by a crisis (within the next 24 months), so that A>0 and C=0,
and it would refrain from issuing a signal in every month that is not to be followed by a crisis
(iWlin the next 24 months), so that B=0 and D>O.Of course, in practice, none of the
indicators fit the profile of a perfect indicator. However, the matrix above will be a useful
reference to assess how close or how far is each indicator from that profile.

26 For variables

such as international reserves, exports, the terms of trade, deviations of
the real exchange rate from trend, commercial bank deposits, output, and the stock market
index, for which a decline in the indicator increases the probability of a crisis, the threshold is
below the mean of the indicator. For the other variables, the threshold is above the mean of
the indicator.
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Information on the performance of individual indicators is presented in Table 5. For each
indicator, the first column shows the number of crises for which data on the indicator are
available. The number of crises range from 33 to 72, with an average of 61 crises per
indicator. The second column shows the percentage of crises correctly called, defined as the
number of crises for which the indicator issued at least one signal in the previous 24
months (expressed as a percentage of the total number of crises for which data on the
indicator are available). Virtually every indicator called correctly at least half of the crises in
their respective samples. In average, the various indicators called correctly 70 percent of the
crises.
The third column of Table 5 shows an alternative measure of the tendency of individual
indicators to issue good signals. It shows the number of good signals issued by the indicator,
expressed as a percentage of the number of months in which good signals could have been
issued (A/(A+C) in terms of the above matrix). While obtaining 100 percent in the second
column of Table 5 would require that at least one signal be issued within the 24 months
prior to each crisis, a 100 percent in the third column would require that a signal be issued
every month during the 24 months prior to each crisis. In terms of the results in the third
column, the real exchange rate is the indicator that issued the highest percentage of possible
good signals (25 percent), while imports issued the lowest percentage of possible good
signals (9 percent).
The fourth column of Table 5 measures the performance of individual indicators regarding
sending bad signals. It shows the number of bad signals issued by the indicator, expressed
as a percentage of number of months in which bad signals could have been issued (B/(B+D)
in terms of the above matrix). Other things equal, the lower the number in this column the
better is the indicator. The real exchange rate, once again, shows the best performance
(issuing only 5 percent of possible bad signals), while the ratio of lending to deposit interest
rate shows the poorest performance (issuing 22 percent of possible bad signals).
The information about the indicators' ability to issue good signals and to avoid bad signals
can be combined into a measure of the "noisiness" of the indicators. The fifth column of
Table 5 shows the "adjusted" noise-to-signal ratio; this ratio is obtained by dividing false
signals measured as a proportion of months in which false signals could have been issued, by
good signals measured as a proportion of months in which good signals could have been
issued ([B/(B+D)]/[A/(A+C)] in terms of the above matrix). Other things constant, the lower
is the number in this columns the better is the indicator.
The various indicators differ significantly with respect to their adjusted noise-to-signal ratios.
While this ratio is only 0.19 for the real exchange rate, it is 1.69 for the ratio of lending to
deposit interest rates. The adjusted noise-to-signal ratio can be used as a criterium for
deciding which indicators to drop from the list of possible indicators. A signaling device that
issues signals at random times (and thus has no intrinsic predictive power) would obtain
(with a sufficiently large sample) an adjusted noise-to-signal ratio equal to unity. Therefore,
those indicators with an adjusted noise-to-signal ratio equal or higher than unity introduce
excessive noise, and thus are not helpful in predicting crises. Thus, on the basis of the results
presented in Table 5, there are four indicators that should be removed from the list of those to
be used within the signals approach. These indicators are: the ratio of lending interest rates to
deposit interest rates, bank deposits, imports, and the real interest rate differential.
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Another way of interpreting the above results regarding the noisiness of the indicators is by
comparing the probability of a crisis conditional on a signal from the indicator, AI(A+B) in
terms of the above matrix, with the unconditional probability of a
crisis-(A+C)/(A+B+C+D) in terms of the above matrix. To the extent that the indicator has
useful information, the conditional probability would be higher than the unconditional one.
The sixth column of Table 5 presents the estimates of the conditional probabilities, while the
eight column shows the difference between the conditional and unconditional probabilities
for each of the indicators. From these estimates, it is clear that the set of indicators for which
the conditional probability of a crisis is lower than the unconditional probability, is the same
as the set for which the adjusted noise-to-signal ratio is higher than unity. In fact, it can be
proven that the two conditions are equivalent.
How leading are the leading indicators?
The previous discussion has ranked the indicators according to their ability to predict crises
while producing few false alarms. However, such criteria are silent as to the lead time of the
signal. From the vantage point of a policymaker who wants to implement pre-emptive
measures he/she will not be indifferent between an indicator that sends signals well before
the crisis occurs and one that signals only when the crisis is imminent. In focussing on the
24-month window prior to the onset of the crisis, the criteria for ranking the indicators
presented in Table S does not distinguish between a signal given 12 months prior to the crisis,
and one given one month prior to the crisis.
To examine this issue, we tabulated for each of the indicators considered the average number
of months in advance of the crisis when the first signal occurs; this, of course, does not
preclude the fact that the indicator may continue to give signals through the entire period
immediately preceding the crisis. Table 6 presents the results. Indeed, the most striking
observation about these results is that, on average, all the indicators send the first signal
anywhere between a year and a year-and-a-half before the crisis erupts, with the real
exchange rate (our top-ranked indicator) offering the longest lead time. Hence, on this basis,
all the indicators considered are leading rather than coincident, which is consistent with the
spirit of an "early warning system."
Persistence of the signals
Another desirable feature in a potential leading indicator is that signals be more persistent
prior to crises (i.e. during the 24-month window) than at other times. To assess the behavior
of the indicators in this regard, the Table 7 presents a summary measure of the persistence of
the signals (measured as the average number of signals per period) during the pre-crisis
period relative to tranquil times.27 As in the previous tables, the indicators are ranked
according to their performance. For instance, for the real exchange rate signals are more than
five times more persistent prior to crises than in tranquil times. For most of the top-tier
indicators, signals tend to be at least twice as persistent in pre-crisis periods relative to
tranquil times.

27 Clearly,this

concept of persistence is just another way of looking at the noisiness of
the indicators; the measure in Table 7 is just the inverse of the adjusted noise-to-signal ratio.
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The main conclusion that follows from the discussion above is that the signals approach

can be useful as the basis for an earlywarningsystem of currencycrises.Withinthis
approach, a number of indicators have shown to be helpful in anticipating crises.
Furthermore, the results from the signals approach are consistent with previous work on this
subject, as many of the indicators that proved to be useful within this approach (including the
real exchange rate, domestic credit, money, international reserves, exports, and output) also
received support from the review of the empirical literature presented in Section III. From the
vantage point of an early warning system, the results are encouraging in that the signaling, on
average, occurs sufficiently early to allow for pre-emptive policy actions.
V. CONCLUDING

REMARKS

The studies reviewed in this paper indicate that an effective warning system for currency
crises should take into account a broad variety of indicators, as these crises are usually
preceded by symptoms that arise in a number of areas. Indicators that have proven to be
particularly useful in anticipating crises include the behavior of international reserves, the
real exchange rate, domestic credit, credit to the public sector, and domestic inflation. Other
indicators that have found support include the trade balance, export performance, money
growth, real GDP growth, and the fiscal deficit. The conclusions regarding the remaining
indicators examined in this paper are necessarily tentative, in part because of the limited
number of studies that formally tested their statistical significance in a variety of
circumstances.
This paper has proposed a specific early warning system for currency crises. This system
basically involves monitoring the behavior of a number of indicators, and recording the
"signals" issued by these indicators as they move beyond certain threshold levels. On any
given month, the system would estimate the probability of a crisis within the following 24
months conditional on the indicators issuing signals at that moment. Since the group of
indicators that are issuing signals would be identified, this would provide information about
the source and breath of the problems that underlie the probability of a crisis. The evidence
presented in this paper, based on the performance of individual indicators, has provided some
support for the signals approach.
Future work on the signals approach could combine the information on the various indicators
to estimate the probability of a crisis conditional on simultaneous signals from any subset of
indicators. Constructing and evaluating the performance of composite indices also appear as
a natural extension of this analysis.
Finally, it is important to recognize that while an early warning system would be an useful
tool for a timely assessment of the likelihood of a currency crisis, any such system is also
subject to limitations. There could be a number of issues, including of a political and
institutional nature, that may be relevant for a particular country at a particular moment in
time, and which are not incorporated in the warning system. A comprehensive assessment of
the situation would necessarily need to take those issues into account. Only then it would be
possible to have a coherent interpretation of events and a firm base for policy decisions.
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Table 1. Indicators of Crises: A Review of the Literature
Study

Sample and
Frequency

Country
Coverage

Indicators

Comments

Bilson
(1979)

1955-1977,
annual

32 countries with
emphasis on Ecuador,
Mexico, and Peru.
Devaluations of at least
5 percent.

(1) international reserves/base money
(2) "shadow" exchange rate

Use (2) to assess the size of the
devaluation and (1) as an
indicator of the probability of a
devaluation

Blanco and
Garber (1986)

1973-1981,
quarterly

Mexico

(1) domestic credit growth

Focuses on the one-step ahead
probability of devaluation, the
expected exchange rate
conditional on a devaluation, and
the unconditional expected
exchange rate.

Calvo and
Mendoza
(1995)

1983-1994,
monthly and
quarterly

Mexico

(1) M2 (in dollars)/reserve
(2) the money demand-supply gap

Stress on growing stock
imbalances and maturity
mismatches in the financial sector
in explaining the crisis.

Collins (1995)

1979-1991,
annual

18 countries with
pegged exchange rates
at the beginning of
1979

(1) international reserves/GDP
(2) real GDP growth
(3) change in the real exchange rate
(4) multiple exchange rate dummy
(5) inflation
(6) current account/GDP
(7) foreign aid

(1)-(4) are used to determine the
distance from the critical
threshold at which a country
devalues and (5)-(7) are used to
determine the mean rate at which
the economy is moving toward
the critical level. The implied
probabilities of exchange rate
adjustment withing 6 to 60
months are calculated.

Cumby and
Van
Wijenbergen
(1989)

1979-1980,
monthly

Argentina

(1) domestic credit growth

Focuses on the one-step ahead
probability of collapse.

Dornbusch,
Goldfajn, and
Valdes (1995)

1975-1995,
annual
quarterly

Argentina, Brazil,
Chile, Finland, and
Mexico. Other
currency crashes are
also discussed.

(1) real exchange rate
(2) real interest rates
(3) GDP growth
(4) inflation
(5) fiscal deficit/GDP
(6) credit growth
(7) trade balance/GDP
(8) current account/GDP
(9) international reserves
(10) debt/GDP

While no formal tests are
performed, the discussion focuses
on the common patterns in the
periods leading up to currency
crises.

Note: Additional details on the individual countries included in the larger cross-country studies are available in the original studies.
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Table 1. Indicators of Crises: A Review of the Literature
Study

Sample and
Frequency

Country
Coverage

Indicators

Comments

Edin and
Vredin (1993)

1978-1989,
monthly

Denmark, Finland,
Sweden and Norway.
16 devaluations,
defined as shifts in the
entire target zone.

(1) money
(2) output
(3) foreign interest rate
(4) foreign price level
(5) real exchange rate
(6) international reserves/imports
(7) trade balance

Estimate the one-step ahead
probability of devaluation, and
the expected size of the
devaluation (measured as the
change in the central parity of the
target zone) conditional on a
devaluation taking place.

Edwards
(1989)

1962-82,
pooled
quarterly data
and annual

39 devaluations;
24 developing
countries with a fixed
exchange rate for at
least 10 years serve as
the control group. The
devaluations were at
least 15 percent with
respect to the
U.S. dollar after having
fixed the rate at least
two years.

(1) central bank foreign assets/base
money
(2) net foreign assets/MI
(3) domestic credit to public
sector/total credit
(4) bilateral real exchange rate
(5) parallel market premium
(6) growth of credit
(7) growth of credit to the public
sector
(8) public sector credit growth/GDP
(9) fiscal deficit/GDP
(10) current account/GDP
(11) the terms of trade
(12) errors and omissions plus shortterm capital
(13) exchange controls

The focus is on understanding the
causes of devaluations. (1)-(5)
are used to estimate the
probability of devaluation and
(6)-(12) are used to describe the
stylized facts of the 3 years
preceding the devaluation.

Edwards and
Montiel (1989)

1962-1982,
annual

20 devaluations of at
least 15 percent with
respect to the
U.S. dollar after having
a fixed rate at least two
years.

Same as (3)-(I 1) in Edwards (1989),
and manufacturing real wages.

The stylized facts of 3, 1, and 0
years before the devaluation are
described.

Edwards and
Santaella
(1993)

1954-1971,
annual

48 devaluations (26
under an IMF program)

Same as (2)-(10) in Edwards (1989).
(14) number of official exchange rates
(15) political unpopularity
(16) democracy
(17) political violence
(18) Ideology (how leftist)
(19) number of coups
(20) relative GDP per capita

The evolution of (2)-(10) and
(14) is compared for devaluers
and nondevaluers. Some of these
variables and (15)-(20) are used
to estimate the probability of
entering into an IMF program.

Note: Additional details on the individual countries included in the larger cross-country studies are available in the original studies.
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Table 1. Indicators of Crises: A Review of the Literature
Study

Sample and
Frequency

Country
Coverage

Indicators

Comments

Eichengreen,
Rose and
Wyplosz
(1995)

1959-1993,
quarterly

20 industrialcountries;
78 crises, 33 successful
attacksand
45 successfuldefenses.

The authors mentionthat many of
(1)-(16) are defined with respect to
the same variable in Germany,but do
not specify which of them.
(1) change in international reserves
(2) real effective exchangerate
(3) credit growth
(4) Ml growth
(5) bond yield
(6) interest rates
(7) stock prices
(8) inflation
(9) wage growth
(10) GDP growth
(11) unemploymentrate
(12) employmentgrowth
(13) fiscal deficit/GDP
(14) current accountlGDP
(15) change in exports
(16) change in imports
(17) governmentvictory
(18) governmentloss
(19) elections
(20) change in government
(21) capital controls
(22) left-wing government
(23) new finance minister
(24) past exchangemarket crisis
(25) past exchangemarket event

The behaviorof (1)-(16) is
examinedduringthe four years
aroundcrisesand events
comparedto the evolutionof
these variablesaround periods of
tranquility." Events" include
significantchanges in exchange
arrangements(such as
devaluations,decisionsto float,
and wideningof exchange rate
bands); " crises" overlap with
eventsbut includesunsuccessful
speculativeattacksand excludes
changes in exchange
arrangementsnot associated with
marketpressures.The association
between (17)-(23)and foreign
exchangemarketevents is also
examined.A subset of (1)-(25) is
then used to estimatethe
probabilityof: a successful
defense,devaluation,revaluation,
floating, fixing, and other events.

Flood and
Marion (1995)

1957-1991,
monthly

17 Latin American
countries; 80 peg
periods of a duration of
at least 3 months.

(1) drift of the real exchange rate
(2) variance of the real exchangerate

A modelis developedand tested
that examinesthe size and the
timing of devaluations-that is
the duration of the peg; the focus
is on trade-offbetween the cost
of realigning and the costs of a
misalignment.

Note: Additionaldetails on the individual countries included in the larger cross-countrystudies are availablein the original studies.
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Table 1. Indicators of Crises: A Review of the Literature
Study
Frankel and
Rose (1996)

Sample and
Frequency
1971-1992,
annual

Country
Coverage
105 developing
countries;
117 devaluationsof at
least 25 percent; for
high-inflationcountries
these musts exceed the
previous year by at
least 10percent.

Indicators
(1) credit growth
(2) fiscal deficit/GDP
(3) per-capitaGDP growth
(4) external debt/GDP
(5) reserves/imports
(6) current account/GDP
(7) deviations from PPP in the
bilateral real exchangerate
(8) OECD GDP growth
(9) foreign interest rate
The following variables as a share of
total debt:
(10) commercialbank loans
(11) concessionalloans
(12) variable rate debt
(13) short-term debt
(14) public sector debt
(15) multilateral developmentbank

Comments
(1)-(16) are examinedto provide
a broad characterizationof
currencycrashes. The evolution
of these indicatorsaround crises
is comparedto the behavior
during tranquilperiods. The
indicatorsare used to predict the
probability of a crash.

loans

(16) flow of FDI
Goldstein
(1996)

annual and
monthly

Argentina,Brazil,
Chile, and Mexico.
Other crisesare also
discussed.

(1) international interest rates
There are no formal tests, but (1)(2) mismatch between the government (7) are used to discusswhy some
and banking sectors short-term assets countrieswere more vulnerable
and liabilities (such as M3/reserves)
than others in the wake of the
(3) current account/GDPparticularly
Mexicancrisis and the factors
behind the crisis in Mexico.
one driven by a fall in saving
(4) boom in bank lending followed by
a decline in asset prices
(5) real exchange rate
(6) short-term borrowing
(7) weak banking sector

Humberto,
Julio, and
Herrera

monthly

Colombia

(1) credit growth
(2) parallel market premium

Calculatethe one-stepahead
probabilityof devaluation.

1953-1983,
annual

107devaluations of at
least 15 percent with
respect to the
U.S. dollar.

(1) trade balance/GDP
(2) import growth
(3) export growth
(4) capital flows/GDP
(5) changes in reserves
(6) inflation
(7) the real exchangerate
(8) real GDP growth
(9) change in export prices

The evolutionof (I)-(9) is
examined3 years before and
4 years after the devaluationsand
is comparedwith the evolutionof
the same variables in the control
group.

(1991)

Kamin (1988)

Note: Additionaldetails on the individual countries included in the larger cross-countrystudies are available in the original studies.
Table 1. Indicatorsof Crises: A Review of the Literature
Study

Sample and
Frequency

Country
Coverage

Indicators

Comments
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Kaminsky and
Leiderman
(1995)

1985-1987,
monthly

Argentina, Israel, and
Mexico

(1) monetary shocks
(2) fiscal shocks
(3) past inflation

Discussthe probabilityof crisis
in exchange-rate-based
stabilizationprograms.

Kaminskyand
Reinhart
(1996)

1970-1995,
monthly

20 countries;
5 industrial and
15 developing;
76 currencycrises and
26 banking crises

(1) export growth
(2) import growth
(3) bilateral real exchange
rate-deviation from trend
(4) terms of trade changes
(5) changes in reserves
(6) money demand/supplygap
(7) changes in bank deposits
(8) real interest rates
(9) lending-depositspread
(10) domestic-foreignreal interest
rate differential
(11) M2 money multiplier
(12) M2/internationalreserves
(13) growth in domestic creditlGDP
(14) changes in stock prices
(15) output growth
(16) financial liberalization
(17) banking crises

The behaviorof (I)-(I5) is
examined 18months before and
after the crises and compared to
the behaviorof these indicators
during "tranquir' periods. (16-17)
are used in predictingthe
probabilityof crises.The
usefulness of all the indicatorsis
assessedby: (a) determining
whether they gave a signalon a
crisis by crisis basis;(b)
tabulatingthe probabilityof crisis
conditionedon a signalfrom the
individualindicator;and (c)
tabulatingthe probabilityof false
signals.

Klein and
Marion
(1994)

1957-1991,
monthly

87 peg episodes,as in
Flood and Marion
(1995).

(1) bilateral real exchangerates
(2) real exchangerate squared
(3) net foreign assets of the monetary
sector/Ml
(4) net foreign assets of the monetary
sector/M1 squared
(5) openness
(6) trade concentration
(7) regular executive transfers
(8) irregular executive transfers
(9) months spent in the peg

Using pooled data (1)-(8) are
used to estimatethe probability
of devaluationat t +I; the sample
is disaggregatedinto pre- and
post-BrettonWoodsperiod and
distinctionsare made between
pegs that are followedby either a
float or a crawlingpeg from
devaluationsfollowedby a new
peg.

Krugman
(1996)

1988-1995,
annual,
quarterly, some
daily

France, Italy, Spain,
Sweden, and the
United Kingdom
during the 1992-93
ERM crises.

(I) unemploymentrate
(2) output gap
(3) inflation
(4) public debt/GDP

While the bulk of the paper is
theoretical,evidenceon the
trends of (l)-(4) is used to
supportthe argumentthat the
ERM episode does not provide
evidenceof self-fulfillingcrises.

Note: Additionaldetails on the individual countries included in the larger cross-country studies are available in the original studies.
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Table 1. Indicatorsof Crises:A Review of the Literature
Study

Sample and
Frequency

Country
Coverage

Indicators

Comments

Milesi-Ferretti 1970- 94,
and Razin
annual
(1995)

Chile and Mexico have
the 4 crises cases;
Ireland, Israel, and
South Korea are no
crises cases due to
policy reversal; and
Australia no crisis case
with no policy change.

(1) debt service/GDPadjusted for
GDP growth and changes in the real
exchangerate
(2) exports/GDP
(3) real exchangerate versus
historical norm
(4) saving/GDP
(5) fiscal stance
(6) fragility of the banking sector
(7) political instability
(8) composition of capital flows

The emphasisis on developinga
notion of current account
sustainabilityand the factors it
depends on. While there is no
formal test, (1)-(8) are used to
compare the crises and no crises
episodes.

Moreno(1995)

1980-94,
monthly and
quarterly

Indonesia,Japan,
Malaysia,Philippines,
Singapore,Korea, and
Thailand. 126 episodes
of speculative
pressures; 72 in the
direction of
depreciation and 54 in
the direction of
appreciation.

(1) change in bilateral exchangerate
(2) changes in net foreign assets
(central bank)
(3) domestic-foreigninterest rate
differential
(4) exports/imports
(5) output gap
All the followingare relative to the
United States:
(6) growth of domesticcredit/reserve
money
(7) growth in Ml
(8) growth in broad money
(9) fiscal deficit/governmentspending
(10) inflation

The emphasis is on testing
whetherthe behaviorof
macroeconomicvariables(4)(10) differs between "tranquil"
and "speculative"periods. (I)-(3)
are used to define such periods.

Otker and
Pazarbasioglu
(1994)

1979-93,
monthly

Denmark, Ireland,
Norway, Spain, and
Sweden.The sample
covers 15 devaluations
and 10realignments of
all central rats.

(1) domestic credit
(2) real effective exchange rate
(3) trade balance
(4) unemploymentrate
(5) German price level
(6) output
(7) reserves
(8) central parity
(9) foreign-domesticinterest rate
differential
(10) position within band

The aim is to use (1)-(I0) to
estimatethe probabilityof
abandoningthe peg by either
devaluingor floating. (1)-(8) are
associatedfor macroeconomic
"fundamentals"while (7), (9),
and (10) are proxies for
"speculative factors."

Note: Additionaldetails on the individual countries included in the larger cross-countrystudies are available in the original studies.
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Table 1. Indicatorsof Crises: A Review of the Literature (concluded)
Study

Sample and
Frequency

Country
Coverage

Indicators

Comments

Otker and
Pazarbasioglu
(1995)

1982-1994,
monthly

Mexico. During the
samplethere are
4 devaluations;
3 increases in the rate
of crawl, and 2
reductions;and 2 shifts
to a more flexible
exchangesystem.

(1) real exchangerate
(2) international reserves
(3) inflation differential with the
United States
(4) output growth
(5) U.S. interest rates
(6) central bank credit to the banking
system
(7) financial sector reform dummy
(8) share of short-term foreign
currency debt
(9) fiscal deficit
(10) current account balance

(1)-(10) are used to estimatethe
one-step ahead probabilityof a
regime change. The relative
importanceof the indicators is
assessedfor pre- and postNovember 1991, when the dual
exchangerate system was
abandoned.

Sachs, Tornell,
and Velasco
(1995)

1985-1995,
monthly and
annual

20 emergingmarket
countries

(1) the real exchange rate
(2) creditto the private sector/GDP
(3) M2/internationalreserves
(4) saving/GDP
(5) investment/GDP
(6) capital inflows/GDP
(7) short-term capital inflows/GDP
(8) governmentconsumption/GDP
(9) current account/GDP

The emphasis is on explaining
why some countries were more
affected by the Mexican crisis
than others.

Note: Additional details on the individualcountries included in the larger cross-country studiesare availablein the original studies.
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Table2. Indicatorsby Category
Sector
External
Capitalaccount

Indicators
(1) internationalreserves/basemoney
(2) internationalreserves/GDP
(3) stock of internationalreserves
(4) reserves/imports
(5) growthin reserves
(6) centralbank foreignassets/base
money
(7) growthof centralbank net foreign
assets
(8) net foreignassets/Ml
(9) net foreignassets/Mi squared

(10) errors and omissionsplus short-term
capital
(I1) share capitalflows in the formof
short-termborrowing
(12) short-termcapital flows/GDP
(13) FDVIdebt
(14) capitalaccountbalance/GDP
(15) domestic-foreignreal interestrate
differential
(16) domestic-foreignnominalinterest
rate differential

Debtprofile

(1) foreignaid
(2) externaldebt/GDP
(3) public debt/GDP
(4) shareof commercialbank loans
(5) shareof concessionalloans
(6) shareof variable-ratedebt

(7) share of short-termdebt
(8) share of publicsector debt
(9) share of multilateraldevelopment
bank loans
(10) debt service/GDPadjustedfor GDP
growth

Currentaccount

(1) changein real exchangerate
(2) level of the real exchangerate
(3) drift of the real exchangerate
(4) varianceof the real exchangerate
(5) deviationsfrom PPP in the real
bilateralexchangerate
(6) deviationsfrom trend in the real
exchangerate
(7) deviationsfrom historicalaverageof
the real exchangerate
(8) real exchangerate squared

(9) trade balance/GDP
(10) currentaccount/GDP
(11) exports/GDP
(12) exports/imports
(13) changein exports
(14) changein imports
(15) saving/GDP
(16) investmentlGDP
(17) changein the terms-of-trade
(18) changein exportprices

International

(1) OECDreal GDP growth
(2) internationalinterestrates

(3) U.S. interestrates
(4) foreignprice level
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Table2. Indicatorsby Category(concluded)
Sector
Financial
Financialliberalization

Indicators
(1) real interestrates
(2) creditgrowth
(3)growth in credit/GDP
(4) lending-depositinterestrate spread

(5) growthin M2 multiplier
(6) growthof credit/reservemoney
relativeto the UnitedStates

(1)"shadow" exchangerate
(2) parallelmarketpremium
(3) centralparity
(4) positionwithinthe band
(5) centralbank creditto the banking
system
(6) moneydemand-supplygap
(7) Ml growth
(8) Ml level

(9) MI growthrelativeto the
United States
(10) broadmoneygrowthrelativeto the
United States
(11) changein bank deposits
(12) bond-yields
(13) inflation
(14) inflationrelativeto the US
(15) M2/internationalreserves

Real sector

(1) real GDP growth
(2) per-capitagrowth
(3) outputlevel
(4) outputgap
(5) manufacturingreal wages

(6) wage growth
(7) unemploymentrate
(8) employmentgrowth
(9) changesin stockprices

Fiscal

(1) fiscaldeficit/GDP
(2) fiscaldeficit/governmentspending
relativeto the UnitedStates
(3) governmentconsumption/GDP

(4) domesticcreditto public sector/total
credit
(5) growthin public sectorcredit
(6) public sectorcreditgrowth/GDP

Institutional/structural

(1) multipleexchangerate dummy
(2) exchangecontrolsdummy
(3) relativeGDPper capita
(4) financialliberalizationdummy
(5) bankingcrisis dummy

(6) openness
(7) trade concentration
(8) monthsspent on peg
(9) past foreignexchangemarketcrisis
(10) past foreignexchangemarketevent

Political

(1) govemmentvictorydummy
(2) governmentloss dummy
(3) elections
(4) changein government
(5) legal executivetransfers

(6) illegal executivetransfers
(7) degree of politicalinstability
(8) left-winggovernment
(9) new financeminister

Otherfmancial
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Table 3. Indicatorsof Crises:WhatWorkedBest?
Study

"Preferred"Indicators

Comments

OtherIssues

Bilson(1979)

(1) internationalreserves/base The probabilityof a
money
devaluationone year
increasesfrom about
5 percent for countriesin
which(1) is 30 percentor
greater,to 40 percentfor
countrieswhere(1) is less
than 10percent.

The shadowexchangerate
appearsto have some
predictivepower,but no
formaltests are conducted.

Collins(1995)

(1) international
reserves/GDP
(2) real GDPgrowth
(3) inflation

(1) is the key determinantof
the distancefrom threshold;
(2) is marginallysignificant;
(3) is the key determinantof
the meanrate at whichthe
economyis moving toward
the criticallevel.

The remaining4 variables
were statistically
insignificant.Themodel
workedbest in predicting
exchangerate adjustments
within 12 months;countries
whichactuallyadjusted
showedan estimated
probabilityof 46 percent
versusa 28 percent
probabilityfor thosethat did
not adjust.

Edin and Vredin (1993)

(1) money
(2) output
(3) international
reserves/imports

(I)-(3) have a significant
effecton the probabilityof
devaluation.(1), (2), and the
real exchangerate have a
significanteffecton the size
of the devaluation.

The remainingvariableswere
statisticallyinsignificant.The
estimatesof the probabilityof
devaluationseemsrobust,but
those of the size of
devaluationsare much less
robust.

Edwards (1989)

(1) centralbank foreign
assets/basemoney
(2) net foreignassets/Ml
(3) domesticcredit to public
sector/totalcredit
(4) bilateralreal exchange
rate
(5) parallelmarketpremium
(6) growthof credit
(7) growthof credit to the
publicsector
(8) public sectorcredit
growth/GDP
(9) fiscaldeficit/GDP
(10) currentaccounttGDP

(l)-(5) have the predicted
effectson the probabilityof a
devaluation and (6)-(l0) are
significantlydifferentfor the
devaluersthan for the control
group.

The remainingvariableswere
not significantlydifferent
acrossthe two groupsof
countries.Sincethe data is
annualand the variablesare
laggedone period,these are
one-yearaheadpredictions.

-
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Table 3. Indicatorsof Crises:WhatWorkedBest?
Study

"Preferred"Indicators

Commnents

OtherIssues

Eichengreen,Rose,and
Wyplosz (1995)

(1) inflation
(2) employmentgrowth
(3) currentaccount/GDP
(4) capitalcontrols
(5) governmentloss
(6) past foreignexchange
marketcrisis

(1)-(6)were statistically
significantin the multivariate
analysisthat estimatesthe
probabilityof a (successfulor
unsuccessful)attack.

The variablesthat were not
significantin the estimation
of the probabilityof an attack
includes:creditgrowth,GDP
growth,unemploymentrate,
fiscaldeficitlGDP,
governmentvictory,and past
foreignexchangemarket
event.

Floodand Marion (1995)

(1) drift of the real exchange
rate
(2) varianceof the real
exchangerate

Thesize of the devaluation
andthe durationof the peg
are significantlydetermined
by (I)-(2) with the signs
predictedby theory.

The overall fit of the
equations(I)-(2) do better
predictingthe size of the
devaluationthanthe time
spentin peg, wherethe share
of the explainedvariationis
35 percentor less, depending
on the specification.

Frankel and Rose (1996)

(1) concessionaldebt/total
debt
(2) public sectordebt/total
debt
(3) foreigndirect
investment/totaldebt
(4) overvaluationof the real
exchangerate
(5) reserves/imports
(6) foreigninterestrate
(7) credit growth

(I)-(7) help predictcrisesone
year in advance.All the
variableshavethe expected
signs.Increasesin (2), (4),
(6), and (7) increasethe
probabilityof a crash;
increasesin (1), (3), and (5)
have the oppositeeffect.

Theremainingindicators
were not significantin the
multivariateprobit estimation
of the one-stepahead
probabilityof a crash.Only 5
of 69 criseswere predictedby
the model.

Kamin (1988)

(1) trade balance/GDP
(2) exportgrowth
(3) import growth
(4) real exchangerate
(5) real GDPgrowth
(6) inflation

The evolutionof ()-(6) is
significantlydifferentfor the
devaluersthan for the control
group during3 to I year
before devaluation.

The paper alsoexaminesthe
evolutionof the indicatorsin
the post-devaluationperiod.
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Table3. Indicatorsof Crises: WhatWorkedBest?
Study
Kaminskyand Reinhart
(1996)

"Preferred"Indicators

Comments

OtherIssues

(1) exportgrowth
(2) bilateralreal exchange
rate--deviationfrom trend
(3) terms of tradechanges
(4) changesin reserves
(5) moneydemand/supply
gap
(6) real interestrates
(7) M2 moneymultiplier
(8) M2/internationalreserves
(9) growthin domestic
credit/GDP
(10) changesin stock prices
(11) outputgrowth
(12) bankingcrises

In 3/4 of the crisesat least
The indicatorsare compared
60 percentofthe indicators
on the basisof the percentof
were giving a signal.External crisesaccuratelycalledand
sectorvariablesandthose
on the noise-to-signalratio.
linkedto financial
(1), (6), and (8) have the
liberalizationprovidedthe
highestshare of accuratelymost accuratesignals during
calledcriseswhile (2) has the
the 12 monthsbeforethe
lowestnoise-to-signalratio.
crises.Bankingcrisishelp
predict the probabilityof a
balance-of-payments.

Klein and Marion (1994)

(1) bilateralreal exchange
rates
(2) real exchangerate squared
(3) net foreignassetsof the
monetarysector/MI
(4) net foreignassetsof the
monetarysector/MIsquared
(5) openness
(6) irregular
(7) regularexecutivetransfers
(8) monthsspent in the peg

(l)-(8) affectthe probability
that the peg will be
abandoned;the significance
of (2), (4), and (7) is
particularlysensitiveto the
specificationused.

Moreno (1995)

(1) growthin broad money
relativeto the UnitedStates
(2) fiscaldeficit
(3) output
(4) inflation

The differenceswere
significantfor periodswhere
speculativepressureswere in
the directionof depreciation.
If Japanis excludedfromthe
sample(2) is not significantly
differentfrom tranquil
periods.

The analysisis
contemporaneous,or using
only one monthbeforethe
speculativeattack;hence,the
analysisdoes not say much
about whetherthe indicators
behavedifferentlyin the
periods leadingup to the
crisis.

Otker and Pazarbasioglu
(1994)

(1) domesticcredit
(2) real effectiveexchange
rate
(3) trade balance
(4) foreign-domesticinterest
rate differential
(5) unemploymentrate
(6) Germanprice level
(7) output
(8) internationalreserves
(9) centralparity
(10) positionwithinthe band

The importanceof the
variablesvariedacross
countriesin individual
countryregressions.In a
regressionincludingall
countries(exceptDenmark,
becauseit had no
devaluation),the significant
variableswere (2), (4), (5),
(6), and (10).

The estimatedprobabilityof
devaluationincrease
markedlyahead of
devaluations.

I
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Table 3. Indicators of Crises: What Worked Best? (concluded)
Study

"Preferred" Indicators

Comments

Other Issues

Otker and Pazarbasioglu
(1995)

(1) real exchange rate
(2) international reserves
(3) inflation differential with
the United States
(4) central bank credit to the
banking system
(5) fiscal deficit
(6) financial sector reform
interaction dummy

(1)-(5) explain the probability
of a devaluation; the
remaining variables were not
statistically significant. The
interaction of (1}-(5) with (6)
was significant suggesting a
structural change.

The role of (4) becomes more
important while the role of (5)
becomes less so in
forecasting the December
1994 crisis. The predictive
capacity of the model
forecasting crisis 6 months
ahead deteriorates
considerably.

Sachs, Tornell ,and Velasco
(1995)

(1) change in real exchange
rate
(2) change in credit to the
private sector/GDP
(3) M2/international reserves
(4) short-term capital
inflows/GDP
(5) government
consumption/GDP

(1)-(2) are used to define
whether the "fundamentals"
are weak or strong, and (3) is
used to define whether
reserves are low or high. The
simultaneous combination of
weak fundamentals and low
reserves made countries
vulnerable to contagion
effects following the Mexican
crisis. (4) and (5) also had an
effect, but only in the
presence of weak
fundamentals and low
reserves.

The remaining indicators
were statistically
insignificant. The exercise
was intended to assess the
factors that made countries
vulnerable following the
Mexican crisis. However, it
does not assess the indicator
properties of the variables in
predicting individual crises
within the 1986-95 sample
analyzed.
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Table4. Performanceof Indicators

Sector
Capitalaccount

Debt profile

Variables
internationalreserves
short-termcapitalflows
foreigndirectinvestment

Number of Studies
Considered

Statistically Significant
Results

11
2

10
1
I

capital account balance

I
I

domestic-foreigninterestdifferential

2

foreign aid
external debt

I
I
I

public debt
shareof commercialbank loans
share of concessionalloans

--

1

1

I
I

--

I
2

---

I

--

real exchangerate
currentaccountbalance
trade balance
exports
imports 1/
terms of trade

12
6
3
3
2
2

10
2
2
2
1
1

export prices
savings

investment

I
I
I

----

foreignreal GDP growth
foreigninterestrates
foreignprice level

I
3
2

--

real interestrates
creditgrowth
lending-deficitinterestspread
moneymultiplier

1
7
I

--

1

I

parallelmarketpremium
centralparity
positionwithinthe band
moneydemand-supplygap

1

I
I
1
1

share of variable-rate debt
share of short-term debt

shareof multilateraldevelopment
bank debt

Current account

International

Financialliberalization

Otherfinancial

Real sector

1
1
1
5

change in bank deposits

1
I
I
I

--

centralbank creditto banks
money
M2/internationalreserves

I
3
2

2
2

inflation2/
real GDPgrowthvorlevel
outputgap
employmentlunemployment
3/
changein stockprices

5
8

5
5

I

I

3
I

2
I
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Table4. Performanceof Indicators(concluded)

Sector

Fiscal

Institutional
/structural

Numberof Studies
Considered

StatisticallySignificant
Results

fiscaldeficit
governmentconsumption
creditto public sector

5
I

3
I
3

multipleexchangerates
exchange/capitalcontrols4/
openness

I
2
1
1

-1
1

Variables

trade concentration
banking crisis

financialliberalization
monthsspent on peg
past foreignexchange
marketcrisis 5/
past foreignexchange
market event 6/
Political

government victory

governmentloss
legal executivetransfer
illegal executivetransfer

3

--

2
1

1
1
1

1

1

1

--

1

--

1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1/ In the statisticallysignificantresults,the rate of growthof importsdeclinesprior to a devaluation.
2/ In one of the statisticallysignificantresults,an increasein inflationreduces the probabilityof an attack.
3/ In one of the statisticallysignificantresults,an increasein employmentincreasesthe probabilityof an unsuccessfulattack.
4/ In the statisticalsignificantresult,the presenceof capitalcontrolsincreasesthe probabilityof an unsuccessfulattackand reduces
the probabilityof a successfulattack.
5/ A pastforeignexchangemarket crisisreducessignificantlythe possibilityof an unsuccessfulattack,and increasesmarginallythe
possibilityof a successfulone.
6/ Eventsincludesignificantchangesin exchangearrangements(suchas devaluations,revaluations,decisionsto float,and widening
of exchangerate bands); crisesoverlapwith eventsbut includeunsuccessfulspeculativeattacksand excludeschangesin exchange
arrangementsnot associatedwith marketpressure.
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Table 5. "Signals" Approach. Performance of Indicators
Number of
Crises for which
there are Data

Percentageof
Crisis Called
1/

Good Signals
as Percentage
of Possible
Good Signals

Bad Signals as
Percentage of
Possible Bad
Signals

Noise/Signal
(adjusted) 2/

P(Crisis/Signal)3/

P(Crisis/Signal)
- P(Crisis)4/

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

A/(A+C)

B/(B+D)

[B/(B+D)]/
[A/(A+C)]

A/(A+B)

In terms of the matrix in
the text
Real exchange rate

72

57

25

5

0.19

67

39

Exports

72

85

17

7

0.42

49

20

Stock prices

53

64

17

8

0.47

49

18

M2/internationalreserves

70

80

21

10

0.48

46

17

Output

57

77

16

8

0.52

49

16

"Excess" MI balances

66

61

16

8

0.52

43

15

Internationalreserves

72

75

22

12

0.55

41

13

M2 Multiplier

70

73

20

12

0.61

40

11

Domesticcredit/GDP

62

56

14

9

0.62

39

11

Realinterestrate

44

89

15

11

0.77

34

6

Terms of trade

58

79

19

15

0.77

36

6

Real interest differential

42

86

11

11

0.99

29

0

Imports

71

54

9

11

1.16

26

-3

Bank deposits

69

49

16

19

1.20

25

-4

Lending rate/deposit rate

33

67

13

22

1.69

18

-9

1/ Percentageof crises in which the indicator issued at least one signal in the previous 24 months, out of the total number of crises for which data are available.
2/ Ratio of false signals (measured as a proportion of months in which false signals could have been issued) to good signals (measured as a proportion of months in which
good signals could have been issued).
3/ Percentageof the signals issued by the indicator that were followedby at least one crisis within the subsequent 24 months.
4/ P (Crisis) is the unconditionalprobability of a crisis, (A+C)/(A+B+C+D)in terms of the matrix in the text. This probability ranges from 27 percent to 33 percent
depending on the indicator. The unconditional probabilityvaries across indicatorsbecause not all of them have observatories for the same 3ernod.

Table 6. AverageLeadTime
Indicator

Numberof Monthsin Advanceof
the CrisisWhenFirst SignalOccurs

Real exchangerate

17

Real interestrate

17

Imports

16

M2 multiplier

16

Output

16

Bank deposits

15

"Excess"Ml balances

15

Exports

15

Terns of Trade

15

Internationalreserves

15

Stockprices

14

Real interestdifferential

14

M2/internationalreserves

13

Lendingrate/depositrate

13

Domesticcredit/GDP

12

Table7. Persistenceof Signals
Indicator

PersistenceDuringCrises Relative
to TranquilTines

Real exchangerate

5.14

Exports

2.37

Stockprices

2.15

M2/internationalreserves

2.07

Output

1.93

"Excess"MI balances

1.92

Internationalreserves

1.82

M2 Multiplier

1.64

Domesticcredit/GDP

1.62

Real interestrate

1.30

Termsof trade

1.29

Real interestdifferential

1.01

Imports

0.86

Bank deposits

0.84

Lendingrate/depositrate

0.59
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